About us and our location
University Hospitals Bristol NHS Foundation
Trust is a dynamic and thriving group of
hospitals in the heart of Bristol. We’re one of
the country’s largest acute NHS Trusts and our
academic links make us the largest centre for
medical training in the South West, attracting
the highest calibre of clinical staff from across
the UK.
The Trust’s vision is to ‘provide patient care,
education and research of the highest quality’
and our values are ‘respecting everyone,
embracing change, recognising success and
working together’.
We are based at a number of locations in the
centre of Bristol. Most of our sites are close to
great public transport and road links; we run
courtesy buses between our sites and offer
help with bus passes and rail season tickets.
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Bristol is a vibrant city and whether it’s
culture, shopping, eating out, sport or any
other of life’s essentials, you’ll find them here.
It’s little wonder that, with great architecture
and stunning views, a host of cultural
attractions and a great range of places to eat
and drink, the city welcomes over nine million
visitors every year. And if you’re into outdoor
activities, you can visit some of the South
West’s most stunning landscapes, like the
Cotswolds, Cheddar Gorge or the Somerset,
Devon and South Wales countryside and
coastline.

Accommodation
We are delighted to help newcomers to the Trust
whilst they find their feet in Bristol. This is for
the short term only as we now have very limited
single accommodation and it is generally offered
to students on short courses or visitors to the
Trust, who are all unable to commit to a standard 6
month tenancy agreement.
Our accommodation is mainly located on Alfred
Hill, 5 minutes from the main Bristol Royal Infirmary.
The charge for the rooms, inclusive of all bills, is
£22.38 per night for the first 10 consecutive nights
stayed, with any further nights of the same visit
being charged at £16.20 per night. The rental
charges quoted will be subject to a small increase
on 1st August 2017
Anyone who has a six months contract or more
with the Trust is strongly recommended to seek
accommodation in the private sector as they
can get tenancy agreements for a minimum of 6
months.

Why UH Bristol?

If you wish to rent one of our rooms you should
email or call the office: sandra.perrett@uhbristol.
nhs.uk - 0117 342 0535 to check availability in the
first instance. Your email address will be required
so that all the necessary forms can be completed
and emailed back. Please note that we do not run
a waiting list for single accommodation due to it
being a short term arrangement only.
We no longer have any family accommodation to
rent but we can provide a list of links to lettings
agents to assist in your search for something
suitable to live.

We’ve got more to offer than
just the foundation programme
Wide-ranging services

Award-winning education

• Bristol Heart Institute

• A major medical research centre

• A dedicated children’s hospital

• Innovative simulation facilities

• A tertiary centre for oncology
• Specialist hospitals for ophthalmology
and dentistry

Dynamic city
• A hub for science and media

• South Bristol Community Hospital

• Vibrant culture and nightlife

• St Michael’s specialist hospital for
maternity, gynae-oncology, children and
adult audiology, ear nose and throat
outpatients and genetics

• Historic harbourside
• Beautiful architecture

For more information about the programme visit www.uhbristol.nhs.uk
and click on ‘Work for us’ or email Foundationtraining@UHBristol.nhs.uk
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Details of programmes & posts remain subject to change
The above specialties are what to expect in each rotation, they are not necessarily in the right order
Programmes 200-208 are Academic foundation programmes
* based at BRI/ ** based at Callington Road Hospital, Brislington, Bristol
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Daniel McNamara

206

My first job in AMU was busy but I felt really
well supported. I’m still enjoying learning and
growing as a practitioner and think that UH
Bristol is a great place to do this.

203-205

UH Bristol is also a great place to work. It has a
nice atmosphere and I have had the privilege
of working with some really excellent senior
clinicians.
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The main location for UH Bristol is in the Centre
of Bristol and also helps a lot with meeting
people.
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Luckily F1s at UH Bristol were greeted with
a really amazing induction week with lots of
social activities, this helped me to settle in and
meet everyone.
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200-202

I grew up in Bristol and decided to come here
for my foundation training because I like the
city. When I came to UH Bristol I was worried
that I wouldn’t have time to make friends or a
new life.

Information for entrants to F1 August 2017
Basic annual salary £26,350

Hello!

